
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bridge Earthquake Resistance and 
Vibration Analysis 
 
Bridge local damage and global collapse induced by earthquake, passing vehicle, 
vehicle collision, and ship collision are generally observed. Transient vibration 
analysis and vibration resistance design is critical for ensuring life-cycle performance 
of bridges and structures. Recent research works in BE at Tongji University that 
address bridge earthquake resistance and vibration analysis include: Seismic isolator 
design and performance analysis; Dynamic response analysis of deep water bridge 
piers subjected to earthquake excitation; Double deck bridge behavior analysis under 
seismic loads; Vibration and noise reduction analysis for rail bridges; Ship-impact 
analysis of bridges; Seismic performance analysis of hollow rectangular bridge piers. 
 
 
 
 



Analysis of the dominant vibration frequencies of rail bridges for 

structure-borne noise using a power flow method 

 
Many field tests and numerical simulations have shown that both the vibration of a 
bridge and the bridge-borne noise low-frequency dominated. Using the concept of 
mobility and power-flow analysis in the frequency domain, the aim of this study was 
to identify the dominant vibration frequencies of a concrete bridge in the frequency 
range from 20 to 200 Hz by considering the vehicle, track and bridge subsystems as a 
coupled system. 
 
Objective: The use of concrete bridges in urban rail transit systems has raised many 
concerns regarding low-frequency (20-200 Hz) structure-borne noise due to the 
vibration of bridges when subjected to moving trains. Understanding the mechanism 
that determines the dominant frequencies of bridge vibrations is essential for both 
vibration and noise reduction.  
Approach: This paper presents a general procedure based on the force method to 
obtain the power flows within a coupled vehicle-track-bridge system, the point 
mobility of the system and the dynamic interaction forces connecting various 
components. The general coupling system consists of mufti-rigid-bodies for the 
vehicles, infinite Euler beams representing the rails, two-dimensional or 
three-dimensional elements of the concrete bridges, and spring-dashpot pairs to model 
the wheel-rail contacts, the vehicle suspensions, the rail pads and the bridge bearings. 
The dynamic interaction of the coupled system is solved in the frequency domain by 
assuming the combined wheel-rail roughness moves forward relative to the stationary 
vehicles. The proposed procedure is first applied to a rail on discrete supports and 
then to a real urban rail transit U-shaped concrete bridge.  
Significant Result: The computed results show that the wheel-rail contact forces, the 
power flows to the rail/bridge subsystem and the accelerations of the bridge are 
primarily dominated by the contents around the natural frequency of a single wheel 
adhered to the elastically supported rail. 
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Code Formulas for Ship-Impact Design of Bridges 
 
The consideration of ship collisions at bridges crossing waterways is a core 
component of a design process. First, the lateral impact loads by ships need to be 
quantified. At present, bridge design codes generally provide simplified procedures 
for deciding equivalent static loadings (ESLs) in the design of a bridge against ship 
collisions.   In this paper, the code formulas are reviewed, the FEM is used to 
compute the impact forces of example ships, and comparisons and discussions are 
presented. 
 
Objective & Approach: Four finite-element models of ships with deadweight tonnage 
varying from 3,000 to 50,000 t are developed for numerical collision simulation. The 
time histories of ship collisions against rigid walls are obtained using the software 
LS-DYNA. Equivalent static loading is determined, and simplified formulas are 
developed through a fitting procedure as indicated by the data from the numerical 
simulations. Codified formulations from AASHTO and other design specifications are 
compared with the simplified formulas. The geometric effects of the bridge 
foundation on the ship impact force are investigated with an example pile cap.  

Significant Result: A geometric modification factor is proposed for an ideal 
rectangular block to modify ship impact forces estimated by code formulas. 
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Development and mechanical performance of a new kind of bridge 
seismic isolator for low seismic regions 

 
The existing elastomeric isolators include lead rubber bearings, high damping rubber 
bearings and common laminated rubber bearings. Compared with the large amount of 
theoretical and experimental researches, FEM researches are relatively fewer. Most of 
the researches in the past were based on the fiber fabric which is relatively rigid in 
tension and relatively flexible in bending. Three specimens were manufactured to 
study the mechanical performance of this new kind of isolator by conducting vertical 
and horizontal tests. 
 
Objective & Approach: The concept of fiber-reinforced plate elastomeric isolator 
(FRPEI) is introduced firstly in this paper. Three FRPEI specimens have been 
constructed to evaluate the mechanical performance of the isolators by performing 
vertical and horizontal tests. The research focuses on the compression stiffness, the 
shear stiffness, the hysteretic characteristic and the vertical bearing capacity of the 
isolators.  
Significant Result: The experimental results show that the mechanical performance of 
FRPEIs can meet the requirements of bridge rubber bearings and the energy 
dissipation capacity is better than that of general laminated rubber bearings. Therefore, 
it is feasible to use FRPEIs in seismic isolation of short span bridges in low seismic 
regions. Theoretical and finite element methods have also been employed and the 
deformation assumptions applied in the theoretical method are also verified by FEM. 
By comparing the differences of the results of different methods, the effectivenesses 
of the theoretical and finite element methods are evaluated and some considerations 
on isolator design are proposed. 
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Double deck bridge behavior and failure mechanism under seismic 
motions using nonlinear analyzes 

 
For the double deck bridge, which consists of two stories, it is desirable to design the 
bridge as a strong beam-weak columns system for seismic resistance. Few studies 
have been conducted on double deck bridges and most focus on the reasons for past 
earthquake collapses and the retrofit it methods of the beam-column connections were 
shown to be one of the major reasons for the failures of the old bridges. The aim of  
this study is to investigate  the seismic response of a new double deck bridge 
designed with many irregularities, and to detect the effect of different parameters on 
its response through nonlinear time history analysis. 
 
Objective: This paper investigates the behavior and the failure mechanism of a double 
deck bridge constructed in China through nonlinear time history analysis. 
Approach: A parametric study was conducted to evaluate the influence of different 
structural characteristics on the behavior of the double deck bridge under transverse 
seismic motions, and to detect the effect of bidirectional loading on the seismic 
response of this type of bridge. The results showed that some characteristics, such as 
the variable lateral stiffness, the foundation modeling, and the longitudinal 
reinforcement ratio of the upper and lower columns of the bridge pier bents have a 
major impact on the double deck bridge response and its failure mechanism under 
transverse seismic motions. 
Significant Result: It was found that the soft story failure mechanism is not unique to 
the double deck bridge and its occurrence is related to some conditions and structural 
characteristics of the bridge structure. The analysis also showed that the seismic 
vulnerability of the double deck bridge under bi-directional loading was severely 
increased compared to the bridge response under unidirectional transverse loading, 
and out-of-phase movements were triggered between adjacent girders. 
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Experimental and Numerical Assessment of the Three-Dimensional 
Modal Dynamic Response of Bridge Pile Foundations Submerged in 

Water 
 
The dynamic response of a deep water bridge subjected to earthquake excitation 
depends on the dominant period of the seismic input and the vibration periods of the 
bridge-foundation-water system along various modes. The main purpose of this work 
is to assess the modal dynamic response of bridge foundation piles surrounded by 
water. The scope of the paper does not address the effect of dynamic forces such as 
wave loads and is restricted to the assessment of the modal dynamic response of the 
tested bridge foundation piles in terms of vibration frequencies and modal 
hydrodynamic pressure distributions. 
 
Objective: This paper describes an experimental program conducted to investigate the 
effects of fluid-structure interaction on the modal dynamic response of three 
reduced-scale bridge pile foundations submerged partially or totally in water. 
Approach: The vibration periods of the specimens are measured for the two lateral 
modes and first torsional mode using ambient and forced vibration tests. The results 
are presented and discussed as a function of surrounding water levels and the number 
and geometrical patterns of the piles. Three-dimensional (3D) finite-element models 
of the tested specimens surrounded by different water levels are built, and the results 
are successfully validated against the obtained experimental data. The built numerical 
models are used to compute 3D modal hydrodynamic pressures. A systematic analysis 
of the period ratios and 3D hydrodynamic loads is presented to characterize the effects 
of pile cap, water height, and the number and geometrical pattern of the piles on 
dynamic response.  
Significant Result: The experimental and numerical results of this research allow a 
better understanding of the complex dynamically induced fluid-structure interaction 
effects in the response of deep water bridge pile foundations. 
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Experimental and numerical investigation of the seismic 
performance of hollow rectangular bridge piers constructed with and 

without steel fiber reinforced concrete 
 
SFRC is a multi-phase composite material in which short steel fibers are distributed in 
random directions in conventional reinforced concrete (RC).  The objective of this 
study is to evaluate the effect of steel fiber reinforcement on the seismic behavior of 
hollow rectangular piers, through comparative analysis of a normal RC pier and an 
otherwise identical SFRC pier. The lateral cyclic loading history and constant axial 
loading were applied in testing the specimens. 
 
Objective: The seismic performance of reinforced concrete and steel fiber reinforced 
concrete rectangular hollow piers is evaluated through model tests and numerical 
simulations. 
Approach: Two large-scale pier specimens, with small amounts of transverse 
reinforcement, were modeled and tested under a combination of reversed cyclic lateral 
loading and constant axial loading. One specimen was made of conventional 
reinforced concrete, while the other was made of steel fiber reinforced concrete – with 
steel fiber volume fraction of 1.0%. Seismic behavior of the test specimens, including 
the failure mode, hysteretic characteristics, ductility, stiffness degradation and energy 
dissipation capacity were investigated. The corresponding finite element simulations, 
using Open Sees, were carried out and the results are compared with the experimental 
results. In addition, the parametric analyses of the seismic performance of hollow 
piers, varying the steel fiber content and transverse reinforcing ratio, were conducted 
based on the Open Sees analysis platform.  
Significant Result: The finite element analysis results agree well with the experimental 
data. The results indicate that the hysteretic characteristics, ductility and energy 
dissipation capacity of hollow concrete piers are improved by the addition of steel 
fibers, and that the steel fibers can substitute part of the transverse reinforcement in 
hollow piers for seismic design. 
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